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WINNER OF THE 2021 BOOKER PRIZEA NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICEA modern
family saga written in gorgeous prose by three-time Booker Prize-shortlisted author Damon
Galgut.Haunted by an unmet promise, the Swart family loses touch after the death of their
matriarch. Adrift, the lives of the three siblings move separately through the uncharted waters of
South Africa; Anton, the golden boy who bitterly resents his life’s unfulfilled potential; Astrid,
whose beauty is her power; and the youngest, Amor, whose life is shaped by a nebulous feeling
of guilt.Reunited by four funerals over three decades, the dwindling family reflects the
atmosphere of its country—one of resentment, renewal, and, ultimately, hope. The Promise is an
epic drama that unfurls against the unrelenting march of national history, sure to please current
fans and attract many new ones.“Simply: you must read it.”—Claire Messud, Harper’s Magazine

“Galgut extends his extraordinary corpus with a rich story of family, history, and grief.”—Kirkus
Reviews (Starred Review) “This tour-de-force unleashes a searing portrait of a damaged family
and a troubled country in need of healing.”—Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) “Galgut’s
compelling new novel blends characters and history and intricate themes to reveal the
devastating impacts of white privilege and institutional racism…The Promise is timely, relevant,
and thematically significant.”—Booklist (Starred Review)“The novel carries within it the literary
spirits of Woolf and Joyce... To praise the novel in its particulars—for its seriousness; for its
balance of formal freedom and elegance; for its humor, its precision, its human truth—seems
inadequate and partial. Simply: you must read it.”—Claire Messud, Harper’s Magazine“Galgut’s
novel most closely resembles the work of predecessors like Woolf and Faulkner. The novel’s
beautifully peculiar narration aerates and complicates this fatal family fable, and turns plot into
deep meditation... Galgut is wonderfully, Woolfianly adept.”—James Wood,The New Yorker“The
plot is just the vehicle for a story that reveals the dark heart of South Africa’s recent and turbulent
history; apartheid, conscription, peace and reconciliation are all glossed. In The Promise is a
kind of fluid narrativity which means we, the reader, are literally swept along, while Galgut pays a
very direct tribute to Joyce in the final cadenced pages. He’s done it with mastery, guile, and a
generous amount of empathy. The Promise is a masterpiece.”—Independent.ie“Time and again
in Mr. Galgut’s fiction, South Africa materializes, vast, astonishing, resonant. And on this
vastness, he stages intimate dramas that have the force of ancient myth.”—Anna Mundow, Wall
Street Journal“The Promise offers all the virtues of realist fiction, plus some extras. A reader can
shrug it all off and focus on the family’s story, or take pleasure in a brash writer’s narrative norm-
breaking… In comparison [to Coetzee], Galgut is a gleeful satirist, mordantly skewering his
characters’ fecklessness and hypocrisy.”—Rand Richards Cooper, The New York Times Book
Review“This bravura novel about the undoing of a bigoted South African family during apartheid



deserves awards.”—The Guardian“I would hope this turns up the volume from our side and that
it’s heard more clearly on the other.”—Los Angeles Times“This powerful, emotionally charged
novel ... charts the wayward progress and mixed fortunes of Rachel's racist husband, Manie,
and their three children through subsequent decades, while simultaneously depicting a nation
undergoing tumultuous change.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune“A family saga that moves from the
1980s to the present, it’s a complex, ambitious and brilliant work—one that provides Galgut’s
fullest exploration yet of the poisonous legacy of apartheid.”—Financial Times (UK)“A South
African family saga bursting with life is one of the best books of the year.”—The Times (UK)“A
magisterial, heart-stopping novel.”—The Times Literary Supplement“The Promise by Damon
Galgut is an exceptional book, beautifully written with characters you come to care deeply
about.”—BBC“The unusual narrative style balances a kind of Faulknerian exuberance with a
Nabokovian precision and is a testament to the flourishing of the novel in the 21st century. The
novel can best be summed up in the question: Does true justice exist in the world—and if so,
what might that look like? This novel’s way of tackling this question makes it an accomplishment
and truly deserving of its place on the shortlist.”—Chigozie Obioma, 2021 Booker Prize judge
and author of The Fisherman and An Orchestra of Minorities“The Promise is the most important
book of the last ten years.”—Edmund White, author of A Boy’s Own Story and A Saint from
Texas“The Promise is close to a folk tale or the retelling of a myth about fate and loss... The story
has an astonishing sense of depth, as though the characters were imagined over time, with slow
tender care.”—Colm Tóibín, author of Brooklyn“The Promise’s power and immediacy merge to
create an outstanding novel of its time.”—Joan Bakewell, author of All the Nice Girls and The
Centre of the Bed“The Promise recalls the great achievements of modernism in its imagistic
brilliance, its caustic disenchantment, its relentless research into the human. For formal
innovation and moral seriousness, Damon Galgut is very nearly without peer. He is an essential
writer.”—Garth Greenwell, author of Cleanness and What Belongs to You“Both tender and
brutal, The Promise brilliantly illuminates how both a small family and a large world endure—or
don't endure. I will remember this beautifully devastating book, its enigmatic heroine, for a long
time.”—Peter Cameron, author of What Happens at Night“Galgut understands the complexities
of the human heart which he reveals with the finest delicacy. This is an emotionally powerful and
thrilling novel that haunts one long after it has been laid down.” —Gabriel Byrne, author of
Walking With Ghosts and Pictures in My Head“If possible, The Promise packs yet more of a
punch than Galgut’s previous novels. Fuelled by sex and death, this is a South African
Götterdämmerung charting a white family’s inexorable decline from significance and power. Its
indignation at its morally bankrupt central characters is leavened with languid comedy, as
though Galgut had collaborated with Tennessee Williams. The effect is utterly compelling.”—
Patrick Gale, author of Notes from an Exhibition and A Place Called Winter “If there is a posterity,
Galgut will be seen as one of the great literary triumphs of South Africa’s transition... in every
way the equal of J. M. Coetzee.”—Rian Malan, author of My Traitor’s Heart--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorDamon Galgut was born in Pretoria. His 2003 novel The



Good Doctor won the Commonwealth Writers Prize (Africa Region) and was shortlisted for the
Man Booker Prize. In a Strange Room (Europa, 2010) was also shortlisted for the Man Booker
Prize. In 2021, Galgut won the Booker Prize for The Promise (Europa, 2021). In 2013, Galgut
was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and Letters. He lives in Cape Town, South
Africa.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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ALSO BYDAMON GALGUTArctic SummerIn a Strange RoomEuropa Editions1 Penn Plaza,
Suite 6282New York, N.Y. 10019info@europaeditions.comwww.europaeditions.comThis book is
a work of fiction. Any references to historical events, real people, or real locales are used
fictitiously.Copyright © 2021 by Damon GalgutFirst publication 2021 by Europa EditionsAll rights
reserved, including the right of reproduction in whole or in part in any form.Cover Art by
Emanuele Ragniscoinstagram.com/emanueleragniscoJacket image: A dramatic thunderstorm at
sunsetwith a forked lightning strike against a dramatically lit sky.Magaliesburg, Gauteng
Province, South Africa.Photo © Mitchell Krog/GettyDamon GalgutTHE PROMISETHE
PROMISEThis morning I met a woman with a golden nose.She was riding in a Cadillac with a
monkey in her arms.Her driver stopped and she asked me, “Are you Fellini?”With this metallic
voice she continued,“Why is it that in your movies, there is not even one normal person?”—
FEDERICO FELLINIto Antonio and Petruchiofor all the agentry, cookery and travelryMAThe
moment the metal box speaks her name, Amor knows it’s happened. She’s been in a tense,
headachy mood all day, almost like she had a warning in a dream but can’t remember what it is.
Some sign or image, just under the surface. Trouble down below. Fire underground.But when the
words are said to her aloud, she doesn’t believe them. She closes her eyes and shakes her
head. No, no. It can’t be true, what her aunt has just told her. Nobody is dead. It’s a word, that’s
all. She looks at the word, lying there on the desk like an insect on its back, with no
explanation.This is in Miss Starkey’s office, where the voice over the Tannoy told her to go. Amor
has been waiting and waiting for this moment for so long, has imagined it so many times, that it
already seems like a fact. But now that the moment has really come, it feels far away and
dreamy. It hasn’t happened, not actually. And especially not to Ma, who will always, always be
alive.I’m sorry, Miss Starkey says again, covering her big teeth behind thin, pressed-together
lips. Some of the other girls say Miss Starkey is a lesbian, but it’s hard to imagine her doing
anything sexy with anyone. Or maybe she did once and has been permanently disgusted ever
since. It’s a sorrow we all have to bear, she adds in a serious voice, while Tannie Marina
trembles and dabs at her eyes with a tissue, though she has always looked down on Ma and
doesn’t care at all that she’s dead, even if she isn’t.Her aunt goes downstairs with her and waits
outside while Amor has to go back to the hostel to pack her suitcase. She’s been living here for
the past seven months, waiting for what hasn’t happened to happen, and every second of that
time she’s hated these long, cold rooms with their linoleum floors, but now that she has to leave,
she doesn’t want to go. All she wants to do is lie down on her bed and fall asleep and never,
never wake up. Like Ma? No, not like Ma, because Ma is not asleep.Slowly, she puts her clothes
into the suitcase and then carries it down to the front of the main school building, where her aunt
is standing, looking into the fishpond. That’s a big fat one, she says, pointing into the depths,
have you ever seen such a big goldfish? And Amor says that she hasn’t, even though she can’t
see which fish her aunt is pointing at and none of it is real anyway.When she gets into the



Cressida, that isn’t real either, and as they float down the winding school drive the view from the
window is a dream. The jacarandas are all in bloom and the bright purple blossoms are gaudy
and strange. Her own voice sounds echoey, as if somebody else is speaking, when they get to
the main gate and turn right instead of left, and she hears herself ask where they are going.To
my house, her aunt says. To get Uncle Ockie. I had to rush out last night when it, you know, when
it happened.(It did not happen.)Tannie Marina glances sideways with little mascara-rimmed
eyes, but still no reaction from the girl. The older woman’s disappointment is almost palpable,
like a secret fart. She could have sent Lexington to fetch Amor from school, but instead she has
come personally, because she likes to be helpful in a crisis, everyone knows that. Behind her
round face with its kabuki make-up, she is hungry for drama and gossip and cheap spectacle.
Bloodshed and treachery on the TV is one thing, but here real life has served up an actual,
thrilling opportunity. The terrible news, delivered in public, in front of the headmistress! But her
niece, the useless plump lump, has hardly said a word. Really, there is something wrong with the
child, Marina has noticed it before. She blames it on the lightning. Ag, shame, she was never the
same after that.Have a rusk, her aunt tells her crossly. They’re on the back seat.But Amor
doesn’t want a rusk. She has no appetite. Tannie Marina is always baking things and trying to
feed them to people. Her sister Astrid says it’s so she doesn’t have to be fat alone, and it’s true
their aunt has published two cookbooks of teatime treats, popular with a particular kind of older
white woman, much in evidence these days.Well, Tannie Marina reflects, at least the child is
easy to speak to. She doesn’t interrupt or argue and gives the impression she’s paying attention,
all that’s required. It’s not a long drive from the school to where the Laubschers live in Menlo
Park, but time feels stretched today and Tannie Marina talks in emotive Afrikaans the whole way,
her voice low and confiding, full of diminutives, even though her motives are not benign. It’s the
usual topic, about how Ma has betrayed the whole family by changing her religion. Correction, by
going back to her old religion. To being a Jew! Her aunt has been extremely vocal on this subject
for the past half a year, ever since Ma fell ill, but what is Amor supposed to do about it? She’s
just a child, she has no power, and anyway what’s so wrong about going back to your own
religion if you want to?She tries not to listen, by focusing on something else. Her aunt wears little
white golfing gloves when she drives, an affectation from who knows where, or maybe just a fear
of germs, and Amor fixates on the pale shapes of her hands, moving on the steering wheel. If
she can keep focused on the hands, the shape of them, with their short, blunt fingers, she will
not have to listen to what the mouth above the hands is saying, and then it will not be true. The
only thing that is true is the hands, and me looking at the hands.. . . The truth is that your mother
gave up Dutch Reformed and went back to the Jewish thing just to spite my little brother . . . It’s
so she won’t be buried on the farm, next to her husband, that’s the actual reason . . . There’s a
right way and a wrong way and I’m sorry to say your mother chose the wrong way . . . Well,
anyhow, Tannie Marina sighs as they arrive at the house, let’s just hope God forgives her and
she is at peace now.They park in the driveway under the awning, with its beautiful green and
purple and orange stripes. Beyond it, a diorama of white South Africa, the tin-roofed suburban



bungalow made of reddish face brick, surrounded by a moat of bleached garden. Jungle gym
looking lonely on a big brown lawn. Concrete birdbath, a Wendy house and a swing made from
half a truck tyre. Where you, perhaps, also grew up. Where all of it began.Amor follows her aunt,
not quite on the ground, a few centimetres above it, a giddy little gap between her and things, as
she heads for the kitchen door. Inside, Oom Ockie is mixing himself a brandy-and-Coke, his
second of the morning. He has recently retired from his government job as a draughtsman in
Water Affairs and his days are listless. He jumps to guilty attention when he’s bust by his wife,
sucking on his nicotine-stained moustache. He’s had hours to dress himself properly, but is still
wearing tracksuit pants and a golfing shirt and slipslops. A blockish man with thinning hair
Brylcreemed sideways across his scalp. He gives Amor a clammy hug, very awkward for both of
them.Sorry about your mother, he says.Oh, that’s okay, Amor says, and immediately starts to cry.
Will people be sorry for her all day because her mother has become that word? She feels ugly
when she cries, like a tomato breaking open, and thinks that she must get away, away from this
horrible little room with its parquet floor and barking Maltese poodle and the eyes of her aunt
and uncle sticking into her like nails.She hastens past Oom Ockie’s gloomy fish tank, up the
passage, its walls marked with a dimpled-plaster effect popular in these parts at this time, to the
bathroom. No need to dwell on how she washes away her tears, except to mention that, even as
she continues to snivel, Amor opens the door of the medicine cabinet to look inside, something
she does in every home she visits. Sometimes what you find is interesting, but these shelves are
full of depressing items like denture cream and Anusol. Then she feels guilty for having looked
and to absolve herself has to count the objects on each shelf and rearrange them into a more
pleasing order. Then she thinks that her aunt will notice and disarranges them again.On her way
back down the passage Amor pauses at the open bedroom door of her cousin Wessel,
youngest and largest of Tannie Marina’s brood, and the only one still living at home. He’s already
twenty-four but ever since finishing the army he’s done nothing except sit around at home,
attending to his stamp collection. Apparently he has some problem with going out into the world.
He’s depressed, according to his father, and his mother says that he’s finding his way. But Pa
has voiced the opinion that his nephew is just lazy and spoiled and should be forced to do some
work.Amor doesn’t like her cousin, and especially not at this moment, with those big, blobby
hands and his pudding-bowl haircut, and the suspect way he says the letter S. He would never
make eye contact anyway, but he hardly notices her right now, because his stamp album is open
on his lap, and he’s peering through a magnifying glass at one of the favourites of his collection,
the set of three commemorating Dr. Verwoerd, issued a few months after the great man’s
murder.What are you doing here?Your mother picked me up from school. Then she came to get
your father and some groceries.Oh. And now you’re going home?Yes.Sorry about your mother,
he says, and glances at her at last. She can’t help it, she starts crying again and has to dry her
eyes on her sleeve. But his attention is back on the stamps.Are you very sad? he asks absently,
still not looking at her.She shakes her head. At this moment it’s true, she doesn’t feel anything,
just vacant.Did you love her?Of course, she says. But even in response to this question, nothing



stirs inside. Makes her wonder if she’s telling the truth.Half an hour later, she sits on the back
seat of Ockie’s old Valiant. Her uncle, who has dressed in his church outfit, brown trousers and
yellow shirt and shiny shoes, sits jug-eared in the driver’s seat in front of her, smoke from his
cigarette scribbling across the windscreen. Next to him his wife, who has freshened up and
sprayed herself with Je T’aime and brought along a bag of baking supplies from her kitchen. At
this moment they are driving past the cemetery on the western edge of the city, where a small
crowd stands around a hole in the ground, and nearby is the Jewish cemetery where very soon,
but no, don’t think about that, and don’t look at the graves, though you can’t help seeing the sign
for Heroes’ Acre, but who are the heroes, nobody ever explained, is Ma a hero now, don’t think
about that either, and then you are sinking into that horrible zone of cement and car washes and
dirty-looking blocks of flats on the other side. If you stick with the usual road you will soon leave
the city behind, but you can’t take the usual road today because it goes past Atteridgeville and
there is trouble in the township. Trouble in all the townships, it’s being muttered about
everywhere, even with the State of Emergency hanging over the land like a dark cloud and the
news under censorship and the mood all over a bit electrified, a bit alarmed, there is no silencing
the voices that talk away under everything, like the thin crackle of static. But whose are they, the
voices, why can’t we hear them now? Shhh, you’ll hear them, if you pay attention, if you will only
listen.. . . We are the last outpost on this continent . . . If South Africa falls, Moscow will be
drinking champagne . . . Let’s be clear about it, majority rule means communism . . .Ockie
switches off the radio. He’s not in the mood for political speeches, much nicer to look at the view.
He imagines himself one of his Voortrekker ancestors, rolling slowly into the interior in an ox-
wagon. Yes, there are those who dream in predictable ways. Ockie the brave pioneer, floating
over the plain. A brown-and-yellow countryside passes outside, dry except for where a river cuts
through it, under a huge Highveld sky. The farm, which is what they call it, though it is in no
meaningful way a real farm, one horse and a few cows and some chickens and sheep, is out
there among the low hills and valleys, halfway to the Hartbeespoort Dam.Off to one side, over a
fence, he can see a group of men with a metal detector, watching some native boys dig holes in
the ground. This whole valley once belonged to Paul Kruger and there are persistent rumours
that two million pounds in Boer War gold have been buried somewhere under these stones. So,
dig here, dig there, hunting the wealth of the past. It’s greedy, but even this gives him a nostalgic
glow. My people are a valiant, durable bunch, they outlasted the British and they will outlast the
kaffirs too. Afrikaners are a nation apart, he really believes that. He doesn’t understand why
Manie had to marry Rachel. Oil and water don’t mix. You can see it in their children, fuckups, the
lot of them.In this perception, at least, he and his wife are in harmony. Marina never liked her
sister-in-law. Everything about the arrangement was wrong. Why couldn’t her brother just marry
into his own tribe? I made a mistake, he said, and you pay for your mistakes. Manie was always
stupid-stubborn. To go against the wishes of his own family for somebody like that, vain and
proud, who of course dropped him in the end. Because of sex. Because he just couldn’t keep his
hands off. An activity Marina herself has never much cared for, except that one time in Sun City



with the mechanic, but aieee, be quiet, don’t bring that up now. Always my brother’s downfall,
ever since he started shaving he turned into a little goat, having fun and causing trouble, till he
made his mistake and then everything changed. The mistake is somewhere out there now, doing
his military service. They sent a message to him this morning, he’ll only get home
tomorrow.Anton will only be home tomorrow, she tells Amor, then falls to adjusting her lipstick in
the visor mirror.They arrive at the turn-off from the wrong side and Amor has to get out to open
the gate and close it again behind the car. Then they are bumping along a rough gravel road,
rocks sticking up in places, scraping metallically at the undercarriage. The noise seems
heightened to Amor, biting into her. Her headache is worse. While they were on the open road
she could almost pretend she was nowhere, drifting along. But now all her senses are telling her
they’re about to arrive. She doesn’t want to get to the house, because when she does it will
obviously be true that something has happened, that something has changed in her life and will
never change back again. She doesn’t want the road to do what it does, go under the pylons and
head towards the koppie, she doesn’t want it to go up the rise, she doesn’t want to see the
house in the dip on the other side. But there it is, and she sees it.Never liked it much. A weird
little place to start with, even when her grandfather first bought it, who would build in that style
out here in the bush? But then when Oupa drowned in the dam and Pa inherited it he started
adding rooms and outbuildings that had no style at all, though he called them vernacular. No
logic to his plans, but according to Ma it was because he wanted to cover up the original art
deco, which he thought looked effeminate. Oh, what rubbish, said Pa, my approach is practical.
Supposed to be a farm, not a fantasy. But just look at how it ended up. A big mishmash of a
place, twenty-four doors on the outside that have to be locked at night, one style stuck on
another. Sitting out here in the middle of the veld, like a drunk wearing odd bits of clothing.Still,
thinks Tannie Marina, it’s ours. Don’t look at the house, think about the land. Useless ground, full
of stones, you can do nothing with it. But it belongs to our family, nobody else, and there’s power
in that.And at least, she says aloud to Ockie, the wife is out of the picture at last.Then, oh God,
remembers the child in the back seat. Have to watch what you say, Marina, especially for the
next couple of days, till the funeral is over. Speak in English, it will keep you in check.Don’t
understand me wrong, she says to Amor. I respected your mother.(No, you didn’t.) But Amor
doesn’t say it aloud. She has become very rigid in the back of the car, which is finally coasting to
a stop. Ockie has to park a little way down the drive, because there are too many other cars in
front of the house, unfamiliar cars mostly, what are they doing here? Already there is an inward
pull of people and events, drawn towards the Ma-shaped hole at the heart. As she gets out,
closing the door with a thunk, Amor sees one car in particular, a long dark one, and the
heaviness of the world gets worse. Who is the driver of that car, why is he parked outside my
house?I told the Jewish people not to take her yet, Tannie Marina announces. So that you can
say goodbye to your mother.At first Amor doesn’t understand. Crunch crunch crunch goes the
gravel. Through the front windows she can see a crowd of people in the lounge, a dense fog of
them, and at the centre is her father, bowed over in a chair. He’s crying, she thinks, then it comes



to her instead, No, he’s praying. Crying or praying, it’s hard to tell the difference with Pa these
days.Then she does understand and thinks, I cannot go in. The driver of that dark car is waiting
inside so that I can say goodbye to my mother and I can’t go through the door. If I go through the
door it will be true and my life will never be the same. So she delays outside, while Marina clip-
clops importantly ahead with her bags of ingredients, Ockie shuffling in behind her, and then she
drops her suitcase on the steps and shoots around the side of the house, past the lightning
conductor and the gas canisters in their concrete alcove in the wall and over the back patio
where Tojo the Alsatian lies sleeping in the sun, purple balls showing between his legs, over the
lawn, past the birdbath and the kapok tree, past the stable buildings and the labourers’ cottages
behind, running towards the koppie.Where is she? She was right behind us.Marina can’t believe
what that damn fool girl has done.Ja, Ockie confirms and then, eager to contribute, repeats it. Ja!
Ag, she’ll come back. Marina is in no mood for indulgence. Let these people take the poor
woman away now. The chance is wasted on the child.The driver of the long car, Mervyn Glass,
has been sitting for the past two hours in the kitchen, wearing his yarmulke, waiting on the
instruction of the bossy woman, the sister of the bereaved, who is now telling him to get moving.
This is a very difficult family, he can’t work out what’s going on, but doesn’t appear to mind.
Waiting in respectful silence is an essential part of the job and he has developed the capacity to
simulate deep calm while experiencing none of it. In his core, Mervyn Glass is a frantic man.Now
he springs to his feet. He and his helper proceed to remove the mortal remains of the deceased
from the upstairs bedroom. This involves a stretcher and a body bag and a final display of
anguish from the spouse, who clutches at his dead wife and implores her not to go, as if she is
leaving of her own volition and can be persuaded to change her mind. Nor is this uncommon, as
Mervyn will tell you if you ask him. He has seen all of it before many times, including the curious
pull that a corpse exerts, drawing people towards it. By tomorrow already this will have changed,
the body will be long gone and its permanent absence covered over with plans, arrangements,
reminiscences and time. Yes, already. The disappearance begins immediately and in a certain
sense never ends.But in the meantime there is the body, the horrible meaty fact of it, the thing
that reminds everyone, even people who didn’t care for the dead woman, and there are always a
few of those, that one day they shall lie there too, just like her, emptied out of everything, merely
a form, unable even to look at itself. And the mind recoils from its absence, cannot think of itself
not thinking, the coldest of voids.Fortunately she isn’t heavy, the sickness hollowed her out, and
it’s easy to get her down the stairs and around the challenging angle at the bottom and along the
passage to the kitchen. Out the back, the bossy sister orders them, down the side of the house,
don’t carry it past the guests. If the visitors are aware of this final departure, it’s only in the sound
of the long car starting up outside, the note of the engine a fading vibration on the air.Then
Rachel is gone, truly gone. She came here as a pregnant bride twenty years ago and hasn’t left
since, but she will never walk back in through the front door again.In the hearse, I mean the
house, a certain unspoken fear has ebbed, even if people aren’t sure why and it’s barely been
said in words. Most of the time, in fact, it’s words that deflect fear, Can I get you another cup of



tea? Would you like to try one of my rusks?Marina speaking, of course, she’s adept at pouring
oily phrases onto turbulent depths that threaten to spill over. While she twists her necklace.No,
I’m not hungry.And that’s Manie, her much-younger brother, who looks to her eyes like an owl, a
baby owl she’d picked up and kept once as a child.Come now, have some tea at least. You’re
dehydrated from all that crying.Oh please please please, he says with a vehemence that sounds
like anger, though he may not be speaking to her.What happened to that owl? Something bad,
she seems to remember, though she can’t quite pin it down.I’ll never drink tea again, he says.Ag
no, she says irritably, don’t talk nonsense.She doesn’t understand why he’s taking his wife’s
death so badly, the woman has been dying for half a year now, he’s had ages to prepare for
today. But Manie is unravelling, like the bottom of his jersey, she’s noticed him jerking at the
thread.Stop that, she tells him. Take it off and give it to me to fix.Dumbly, he obeys. She carries it
away and goes in search of a needle and thread. If Rachel keeps such things. Kept. The mental
correction is satisfying, like a stiff joint clicking into place. Rachel will always be in the past tense
now.Manie shivers without his jersey, although the spring day is warm. Will he ever thaw out
again? Never while she was alive did he need Rachel as fiercely as he does right now and her
absence is like a steely coldness deep inside. She knew how to get to that innermost part of me,
sticking her little knives in there. Couldn’t tell the difference between hate and love, that’s how
close we were. Two trees twisted together, roots locked like fate. Who wouldn’t want to escape?
But only God can judge me, only He knows! Forgive me, God, I mean to say, Rachel, my flesh is
weaker than most.Crying again. Marina sees him from across the room. She has after all
discovered a sewing kit in a drawer and settled herself into a corner, from where she can
observe the traffic in the house while being publicly helpful. Stitching and baking, she has
practical hands. But is nevertheless so distracted by the sight of her husband passing, holding a
fresh drink, that she stabs herself on one finger.And just then, out of nowhere, remembers what
happened to the owl. Ag, shame. Those white feathers clotted with blood.Eh, I’m watching you,
she calls to Ockie.But he’s drifted on, moustache tasting of brandy, thinking inside, Shut up, who
are you? He has, for the moment, forgotten why he’s here and says to a man in the lounge, You
having a good time?What? the man says.But Ockie has recollected himself and jiggles back and
forth on his feet. You know, under the circumstances, he says.The man he’s talking to is a trainee
minister in the Dutch Reformed Church. Tall and nervous, with a pronounced Adam’s apple, this
trainee minister, over the past year, unbeknownst to anybody, has almost completely lost his
faith. He feels himself stumbling in a thorny wilderness and consequently smiles a great deal. At
the moment that Ockie addresses him, he is smiling to himself while he ponders this very
question, of not believing in anything any more, and jumps guiltily when he’s spoken to.Amor can
see the two of them, her uncle and the doubting dominee, through the sliding glass doors of the
lounge. From the top of the koppie she can see the whole front of the house, all the windows on
display, which is why she likes to sit here, although she’s not supposed to do it alone. It’s never
been so busy down there on the ground floor, multiple human figures moving around like toy
people in a toy building. But her attention is not on them. She is looking at only one window,



upstairs, third from the left, thinking, She’s in there. If I just go down the hill and up the stairs,
she’ll be in her room, waiting for me. Like always.And she can see somebody moving around in
there. A female figure, bustling about. If she half closes her eyes, Amor can imagine that it really
is her mother, her body strong and healthy again, cleaning up the medicine from next to her bed.
Not needed any more. Ma is better again, time has been turned back, the world is restored. Easy
as that.But she knows she’s just pretending and the person in the room isn’t Ma. It’s Salome, of
course, who has been here on the farm for ever, or that’s how it feels. My grandfather always
talked about her like that, Oh, Salome, I got her along with the land.Pause a moment to observe,
as she takes the sheets off the bed. A stout, solid woman, wearing a second-hand dress, given
to her by Ma years ago. A headscarf tied over her hair. She is barefoot, and the soles of her feet
are cracked and dirty. Her hands have marks on them too, the scuffs and scars of innumerable
collisions. Same age as Ma supposedly, forty, though she looks older. Hard to put an exact
number on her. Not much shows in her face, she wears her life like a mask, like a graven
image.But some things you do know, because you saw them yourself. In the same impassive
way that Salome sweeps and cleans the house and washes the clothes of the people who live in
it, she looked after Ma through her last illness, dressing and undressing her, helping her to bathe
with a bucket of hot water and a lappie, helping her to go to the toilet, yes, even wiping her arse
for her after she used the bedpan, mopping up blood and shit and pus and piss, all the jobs that
people in her own family didn’t want to do, too dirty or too intimate, Let Salome do it, that’s what
she’s paid for, isn’t it? She was with Ma when she died, right there next to the bed, though
nobody seems to see her, she is apparently invisible. And whatever Salome feels is invisible too.
She has been told, Clean up here, wash the sheets, and she obeys, she cleans up, she washes
the sheets.But Amor can see her through the window, so she’s not invisible after all. Thinking
about a memory, not understood till now, of an afternoon just two weeks ago, in that same room,
with Ma and Pa. They forgot I was there, in the corner. They didn’t see me, I was like a black
woman to them.(Do you promise me, Manie?Holding on to him, skeleton hands grabbing, like in
a horror film.Ja, I’ll do it.Because I really want her to have something. After everything she’s
done.I understand, he says.Promise me you’ll do it. Say the words.I promise, Pa says, choked-
sounding.)She sees the picture still, her parents tangled together like Jesus and His mother, a
terrible sad knot of clutching and crying. The sound somewhere else, higher up and apart, the
words not reaching her till now. But finally she understands who they were talking about. Of
course. Obviously. Duh.She’s sitting in the spot she likes, between the rocks, at the bottom of the
burnt tree. Where I was when the lightning struck, where I nearly died. Pow, white fire dropping
out of the sky. As if God pointed at you, Pa says, but how would he know, he wasn’t here when it
happened. The wrath of the Lord is like an avenging flame. But I didn’t burn, not like the tree.
Except for my feet.In hospital two months, recovering. There is still tenderness in the soles, and
one small toe is missing. She touches it now, fingering the scar. One day, she says aloud. One
day I’ll. But the thought breaks off midway and what she’ll do one day hangs there,
suspended.What’s happening now is that somebody else is climbing the hill from the other side.



A human figure approaching, filling itself in slowly, putting on age and sex and race, like items of
clothing, till she’s looking at a black boy, also thirteen years old, wearing ragged shorts and T-
shirt, broken takkies on his feet.Sweat sticks cloth on skin. Pull it loose with your fingers.Hello,
Lukas, she says.Howzit, Amor.First it is necessary to beat the earth with a stick. Then he settles
himself on a rock. Easy to speak to each other. Not the first time they’ve met up here. Children
still, on the verge of not being children any more.I’m sorry about your mommy, he says.She
nearly cries again, but doesn’t. It’s all right when he says it, because Lukas’s father died too, on a
gold mine near Johannesburg, when he was only little. Something joins them together. What she
just remembered spills over, she wants to tell him about it.It’s yours now, the house, she says.He
looks at her, not understanding.My mother told my father to give it to your mother. A Christian
never goes back on his word.He looks down the hill to the other side, where he lives, in the
crooked little house. The Lombard place. That’s what everyone calls it, even though old Mrs.
Lombard died years ago, before Amor’s grandfather bought it to stop that Indian family moving in
and let Salome live there instead. Some names stick, some don’t.Our house?It’ll be yours
now.He blinks, still confused. It’s always been his house. He was born there, he sleeps there,
what is the white girl talking about? Growing bored, he spits and stands up. She notices how
long and strong his legs have become, the wiry hairs growing on his thighs. She can smell him
too, the stink of sweat. All this is new, or maybe the noticing is new, and she’s embarrassed
already, even before she’s aware he’s looking at her.What? she says, huddling over, arms on her
knees.Nothing.He jumps over to her rock, crouches down next to her. His bare leg is close to
hers, she can feel the warmth and prickle, she jerks her knee away.Urgh, she says. You need to
wash.He gets up quickly and leaps back to the other rock. Now she feels sorry for chasing him
away, but doesn’t know what to say. He picks up his stick and hits with it again.Oraait, he
says.Okay.He walks back down the hill the same way he came up, slashing with the stick at the
white tops of the grass, pushing it into termite hills. Letting the world know he’s there.She
watches him till he disappears, feeling lighter now because the big black car has gone and a big
blackness that was sitting on her has gone too. Then she wanders down the other side of the
koppie, pausing here and there to look at a rock or a leaf, to her own house, or the house she
thinks of as her own. By the time she comes in through the back door, a hundred and thirty-three
minutes and twenty-two seconds have passed since she ran away. Four cars, including the long
dark one, have departed, a single new one has arrived. The telephone has rung eighteen times,
the doorbell twice, on one occasion because somebody has sent flowers that improbably turn
up all the way out here. Twenty-two cups of tea, six mugs of coffee, three glasses of cool drink
and six brandy-and-Cokes have been consumed. The three toilets downstairs, unused to such
traffic, have between them flushed twenty-seven times, carrying away nine point eight litres of
urine, five point two litres of shit, one stomachful of regurgitated food and five millilitres of sperm.
Numbers go on and on, but what does mathematics help? In any human life there is really only
one of everything.As she creeps into the kitchen she can hear distant voices, though this part of
the house is quiet. She climbs the stairs to the second floor. Starts up the passage to her room.



On the way she has to pass the door to Ma’s room, empty now, Salome gone to wash the
bedding, and even though she knows what didn’t happen didn’t happen here, she must, she has
to, go inside.Small girl looking at her mother’s things. She knows all of it by heart, how many
steps from the door to the bed, where the light switch is for the lamp, the swirly orange pattern in
the carpet like the onset of a headache, etc., etc. Out the corner of her eye she thinks she sees
Ma’s face appear in the mirror, but when she looks directly it’s gone. Instead she can smell her
mother, or a mix of smells she thinks of as her mother, but are actually the traces of recent
events, involving puke, incense, blood, medicine, perfume and an underlying dark note, perhaps
the smell of the sickness itself. Exhaled by the walls, hovering in the air.She’s not here.Her sister
Astrid speaking, who has somehow spotted her and followed.They took her away.I know that. I
saw.The bed has been stripped and the bare mattress stained with something indefinable. Both
of them look at that intense dark outline as if it’s the map of a new continent, fascinating and
fearful.I was with her when she died, Astrid says at last, her voice vibrating because she’s telling
an untruth. She wasn’t with her mother when she died. She was behind the stables, talking with
Dean de Wet, the boy from Rustenburg who comes to help on the farm sometimes, cleaning out
the stables. Dean’s father passed away a few years ago, and he’s been counselling Astrid
through her mother’s dying. He’s a plain, sincere boy, and she likes his attention, part of a larger
male awareness she’s become receptive to lately. So the only people who were with Rachel
Swart when her time came were her husband, aka Pa or Manie, and the black girl, what’s her
name again, Salome, who obviously doesn’t count.I should have been there. So Astrid thinks.
That she was flirting with Dean instead only adds to her guilt. She believes, wrongly, that her
younger sister knows the truth about her. Not only this truth, others too. For example, that she
vomited up her lunch half an hour ago, as she regularly does, in order to stay slim. She is prone
to paranoid fears like these, suspecting sometimes that her mind can be secretly read by people
around her, or that life is an elaborate performance in which everybody else is acting and she
alone is not. Astrid is a fearful person. Among other things, she’s afraid of the dark, poverty,
thunderstorms, getting fat, earthquakes, tidal waves, crocodiles, the blacks, the future, the
orderly structures of society coming undone. Of being unloved. Of always having been that
way.But now Amor is crying again, because Astrid said that word as if it is a fact and it isn’t, it
isn’t, even though the house is full of people who shouldn’t be there, aren’t normally there, or not
at the same time.We should be getting ready, Astrid says impatiently. You need to change out of
that uniform.Getting ready for what?Astrid has no answer, which irritates her.Where did you go?
We were all looking for you.I climbed up the koppie.You know you’re not allowed up there alone.
And what are you doing in here? In her bedroom?I was just looking.Looking at what?I don’t
know.This is the truth, she doesn’t know, she is just looking, that’s all.Go and get changed,
Astrid orders her, trying out an adult voice, now that a position has become vacant.You can’t
boss me around, Amor says, but she does go, just to escape Astrid, who, the moment she’s left
alone in the room, picks up a bracelet she’s spotted lying on the bedside table, a pretty little
circlet of blue and white beads. She has seen her mother wearing it, she has tried it on before.



Now she slips it onto her wrist again, feels it snugly taking her pulse. She decides that it has
always belonged to her.I am not beautiful. So thinks Amor, not for the first time, as she regards
herself in the mirror behind her cupboard door. She’s in her underwear, which includes a small,
recently acquired bra, the sensation of budding flesh still new and unsettling. Her hips have
widened, and the thickening seems heavy to her, exaggerated, obscene. She dislikes her
stomach and her thighs and the way that her shoulders hang down. She dislikes her whole body,
as many of you do, but with special adolescent intensity, and it seems even more present than
usual today, more thickly, heatedly present.At such moments of internal gathering, the air around
her becomes charged with clairvoyance. It’s happened a few times recently that she’s known in
advance, just a millisecond ahead of time, that a picture will drop off the wall, a window will fly
open, a pencil will roll across the desk. Today she looks past her reflection in the mirror, feeling
certain that a fire-blackened tortoise shell, which sits on the bedside table, will lift into the air.
She watches it lift. As if she’s carrying it with her eyes, she observes it move calmly into the
middle of the room. Then she lets it drop, or throws it perhaps, for it smashes quite forcefully
onto the floor and breaks.The tortoise shell is, or rather was, one of very few objects she’s
collected, all of them picked up in the veld out there. A weirdly shaped stone, a tiny mongoose
skull, a long white feather. Otherwise the room is empty of the usual signs and clues, it contains
just the single bed with its blanket, the bedside table and lamp, the cupboard and chest of
drawers, the wooden floor with no carpet or covering. The walls are also bare. When the girl
herself is absent, the room is like a blank page, almost no marks or clues to say anything about
her, which perhaps does say something about her.She’s holding a piece of the tortoise shell
when she descends the stairs a little later. There are still people drifting about, and she keeps
her eyes straight ahead and moves towards the figure of her father, still slumped over in the
chair.Where were you? Pa says. We were very worried.I was on the koppie.Amor. You know
you’re not supposed to be there by yourself. Why do you always go back?I didn’t want to see her.
I ran away.What’re you holding?She hands over the shard of gnarled shell, not quite able to
remember, in her dazed state, what it is or where it comes from. It looks like a giant old toenail,
how disgusting, sis. Something she’s picked up out there. Always bringing in scurvy bits and
pieces from the natural world. He almost throws it away but the impetus fades and he holds it like
she did, limply.Come here.Now he’s filled with a great tenderness for her, both profound and
sentimental. So defenceless, a simple soul. My child, my little child. Gathers her to him and
suddenly both of them melt back to a similar moment seven years ago, in the whiteness just
after the lightning strike, the dreamy half-awake aftermath of the accident. Carrying Amor down
the koppie. Save her. Save her, Lord, and I’ll be Yours for ever. For Manie, it was like Moses
descending the mountain, it was the afternoon the Holy Spirit touched him and his life changed.
Amor remembers it differently, as the reek of burnt meat on the air, like a braaivleis, the stink of
sacrifice at the centre of the world.The koppie. Lukas. The conversation. It’s what she came
downstairs to say and she pushes back from where she’s been squashed into his shirt and the
smell of sweat and grief and Brut deodorant.You will keep your promise, she says. Not clear to



either of them whether it’s a statement or a question.What promise is that?You know. What Ma
asked you to do.Pa is weary, almost granular, all the sand might run out of him soon. Ja, he says
vaguely, if I promised then I’ll do it.You will do it?I said I will. He takes a hanky out of his jacket
pocket and blows his nose into it, then looks into the hanky to see what he’s produced. Puts it
away again. What are we actually talking about? he says.(Salome’s house.) But Amor also runs
out of power and collapses back against his chest. When she speaks he can’t hear her.What did
you say?I don’t want to go back to the hostel. I hate it there.He thinks about it. You don’t have to
go back, he says. It was just temporary, while Ma . . . while Ma was sick.So I’m not going back?
No.Not ever?Never. I promise.Now she feels sunken and removed, as if she’s in a hot, silent,
underground cavern. Fickle is the heart. The afternoon is tapering towards its long yellow end.
My mother died this morning. Soon it will be tomorrow.Manie tires of her clinging and has to
quell an unseemly urge to push her away. He has always worried, based on nothing tangible,
about whether Amor is actually his child. The last-born, not planned, she was conceived in the
most troubled period of his marriage, the middle bit when he and his wife started keeping
separate bedrooms. Not a lot of loving going on, yet that was when Amor arrived.But wherever
she comes from, she’s no doubt part of the Heavenly plan. For sure, she was the instrument of
his conversion, when the Lord nearly took her from them and Manie at last opened himself to the
Holy Spirit. It was soon after that, in a moment of deep prayer, that he’d understood what he had
to do to cleanse himself. He, Herman Albertus Swart, must confess his failings to his wife and
ask her forgiveness, and so he had told Rachel everything, including about the gambling and the
prostitutes, he had bared and pared himself, but instead of turning clear his marriage had gone
dark, instead of forgiving him she’d judged him and found him greatly wanting, instead of
following him into the vale of light she’d turned in the other direction, back towards her own
people. The ways of the Lord are forever mysterious to us!He twists around in the chair and
takes Amor’s face in his hands, turns it up towards him, looking at her features, searching for
some sign that could only come from his body, his cells. Not the first time he’s done it. She stares
back at him out of her dark constellations, frightened.He might be about to say something to her,
but is prevented, fortunately, by the arrival of Dominee Simmers. The good minister has been
here for much of the day, providing prayer and counsel to an important member of his
congregation. In the years of questing and searching since Manie was brushed by God’s fire and
turned at last to the truth, Alwyn Simmers has been his guide and his shepherd. The rigors of his
Church are the joists and stays that keep me upright.
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Ebook Library Reader, “The Promise. This was slow starting but built steadily as each
character's story played out. We will never know why Amor is so self-sacrificing and more intent
on giving back than finding joy for herself. I think it had something to do with her father not being
sure that she was his child. The ending is a tidy wrap up for Amor and for the person Anton had
become. Amor is the only honest white person amongst the character including the parents, the
minister, the priest, the lawyer lady and several ex-husbands. There were failings amongst the
black characters but they felt less substantial and most likely the result of their long oppression
in S. Africa. I enjoyed the author's use of "anonymous" players to turn the story in odd directions.
These characters inevitably found their way back into the main story line in interesting ways. I
have not given a 5 star rating in a long time, but this was deserved!!”

Susan Lieberthal, “You can learn a lot about the history of South Africa from a story about a
white family.. This novel is concise, tightly written and packs a punch. Really engaging and
haunting. There aren't too many winners in the history of South Africa but it's such a nuanced
story and so worthwhile reading. Inspired to read the author's other works and hoping he keeps
writing.”

Ted Stepp, “Powerful Piece of Literature. Powerful piece of literature, especially for anyone
interested in South African life over the past few decades. Very creative writing style yet
engaging and smooth. Grants access to the inner experiences of people in several components
of society and with  family pain and challenges. Highly recommended.”

jerold b. brenowitz, “On par with Coetzee and Gordimer. Too complex to describe--but not too
complex to follow.  (It's not "Gravity's Rainbow!")”

Adam, “Five Star Literature. I think the less the reader knows going into this, the better, so there
are no spoilers here.Suffice it to say, in The Promise, Damon Galgut achieves something unique.
His mellifluous prose and fluid structure, the freedom to range across viewpoints and time, make
this a work of art that could be expressed only in this form: it is a true novel.If it doesn't win this
year's Booker Prize – and any other prize going, for that matter – then I don't know what will.The
only complaint I have about this book is the cover – it's one of those matte finishes that feels
horrible to touch and gets covered with fingerprints.Six stars for the author & four for the
publisher!”

Angus Jenkinson, “Fascinating, poignant, beautifully written. Damon Galgut writes a work of
literature that follows several generations of a South African family as they deal with problems of
inheritance, fair play to their African servant, and the changing fortunes and political situation in
South Africa. It is a tale of human character, of promises kept and not kept, conscience and



selfishness, and of the country. The story begins in a funeral and the promise made by a wealthy
man to his dying wife overheard by one of the children. It is the promise of giving a little
something, as shack, to the maid servant who has looked after her during her difficult dying
time.The father has made a fortune from a reptile zoo full of snakes is a fitting metaphor and as
the tale unfolds we find the character of the father and his three offspring tested against the
unfolding backdrop of the transition from the apartheid to the post apartheid era. It's a beautifully
written story with a feeling for the country and town, for human character and personality, human
voices and the potency of nature and social change.Thoroughly deserves to be shortlisted for
the Booker prize”

The book by Damon Galgut has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 7,545 people have provided feedback.
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